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RENUNCIATION
Renunciation is an important factor to turn our thinking and
actions in the right direction. Without renunciation our thoughts
and actions are prone to be self-oriented, and selfish. Whatever
the origin, the shape it adopted, at the time when Sikhism was
founded, renunciation just meant giving up of one’s hearths and
home, family and responsibilities. Sikhism is against this idea. It
regards such a step as an expression of human weakness and
cowardice. It preaches that every living thing is a manifestation of
the Supreme Being who resides in us and can be realised while
performing our worldly duties as well. In Rag Dhanasri, the ninth
Nanak says :
Why repair to the wilderness to seek Him;

ekj/ o/ pB y'iB ikJh ..
The Omnipresent, the Detatched, is always within Thee.

;op fBtk;h ;dk nb/gk s'jh ;zfr ;wkJh ..
As fragrance is in flower and reflection in mirror :

g[jg wfX fiT[ pk;[ p;s[ j? w[eo wkfj i?;/ SkJh ..
So He is within thee; seek Him within.

s?;/ jh jfo p;/ fBozsfo xN jh y'ij[ GkJh ..
The purpose of the Sikh life is service, sewa, which cannot
be fulfilled by such kind of renunciation. A person who has taken
to such renunciation will, on the other hand, look upon and expect
others to serve him, being entirely dependent on others.
Sikhism advocates renunciation, but of such things as, desire
for ownership with regard to all objects and activities, that is,
attachment for all these. It preaches renunciation of ego and pride,
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and of idleness, indolence, inertia and inactivity. The fifth Satguru
in Rag Maru says :
Renunciation is noble if lust, anger, and greed are
renounced.

fsnkrBk fsnkrB[ Bhek ekw[ eq'X[ b'G[ fsnkrBk ..
If not properly studied and understood, mere reading of
Gurbani takes us to the brink from where we observe the total
insignificance and helplessness of the human being before the
Infinite, Fathomless Almighty. From this point of the cross-roads,
one is liable to take the easier route and become a fatalist. But
Sikhism takes the other route which lifts one higher in values and
virtues. For a Sikh, the arena of action begins from this point.
Being emancipated from all terrors of superstitious dogmas or of
the priest or the ruler and above all the fear of death, the Sikh takes
this route with the life-giving and exhilarating words of the ninth
Guru :
Worry only about what is unlikely to happen.

fuzsk skeh ehihn? i' nBj'Bh j'fJ ..
(It is useless to worry about what is inevitable).
He marches forward, ever fresh and progressing without any
hitch and hesitation, as the fifth Satguru in Var Maru says :
Forward ho ! and turn not to look back.

nkrkjk e{ sqkfx fgSk c/fo B w[jvVk ..
With composure, unswervingly, and with confidence,
according to the ninth Satguru’s guidance :
Frighten no one, nor be afraid of any one.

G? ekj{ eT[ d/s Bfj Bfj G? wkBs nkB ..
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